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POINT OF VIEW
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In December 2019, a new virus - SARS-Cov 19 – appeared,
which rapidly evolved from local spread in China to a
pandemic. In France, the first clusters were identified at the
beginning of February, mainly in the North-East, causing a
massive influx of infected patients in hospitals. Significant
disparities have been observed between the 8 regions of France.
On March 17, during the national confinement order for the
general population in France, nearly 1,000 cases were already
confirmed in some parts of the Northeast, while other parts in
the south recorded fewer than 50 cases (1).
The elderly are not only more easily affected by SARSCov 19, but are also more at risk of reporting serious forms
and complications (2–5) due to physiological aging, impaired
immune function and multi-morbidities. The mortality rate
from covid-19 infection has been reported to be as high as 30%
in this population (6). Preventing the entry of the virus into
Nursing Homes (NHs) and avoiding the chain of contamination
within the NHs quickly emerged as a priority in the strategy to
combat the epidemic in France.
In France, the proportion of elderly people living in NHs
is high. Within 10,000 French NHs, approximately 600,000
very elderly, fragile and mostly dependent people lived
their last years. Their vulnerability is reflected in an annual
hospitalization rate close to 30% (7). These structures are
piloted by four leading actors: the coordinating doctor (a doctor
with modest training in geriatrics and whose role is to develop
the care plan, give an opinion on admissions, coordinate the
work of teams and participate to good medical practice), the
family physician (who takes care of medical complications
and ensures the follow-up and prescription of their patients),
a coordinating nurse and an administrative director. The
paramedical team (nurses, nursing aides), whose supervision
ratio is approximately 0.6 carers per resident (8), provides
daily care and participates in the life project. The collaboration
between these different partners was challenged during the
epidemic. This organization specific to the NHs had to integrate
into an often-saturated care sector and only partially allowing
recourse to hospitalizations.
During the epidemic, NHs had to adapt to this exceptional
situation by modifying the geriatric partnership with the
closest hospital, particularly limiting the use of transfers to the
emergency departments by developing a strategy to prevent the
entry of the virus into the NHs, limiting its spread during the
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occurrence of an incidental case and optimal management in
the NH of residents infected with COVID.
Before the containment of the general population, the
containment strategy for nursing homes was decided on March
11, in order to reduce the risk of viral entry into NHs by
outside visitors. Thus, visits by relatives of NH’s residents
were prohibited. In the same vein, the role of the coordinating
physician has been expanded to limit the non-emergency
visits of family physicians, who often had been in contact and
infected by contaminating patients whom they had seen during
their exercise in the community. This measure was associated
with the strict application of barrier protection gestures for
residents but also for staff: wearing a mask, regular hand
hygiene and social distancing. These measures were also to
be applied by NH staff outside the workplace. Access to these
structures could only be done in the absence of symptoms
suggestive of COVID or if a COVID-19 infection was cleared
beforehand by rt-PCR test. In the absence of COVID infection
among residents or caregivers, confinement in rooms was
advised. This room confinement was applied to the entire NH
from the first confirmed case of COVID among at least one
resident or caregiver.
To support NHs and apply the NH epidemic prevention
strategy, numerous COVID NH support platforms have been
rapidly created in all regions of France. These platforms were
run by hospital geriatricians and geriatric nurses, reachable
on a single number in support to coordinating physicians.
The missions of these platforms were threefold. 1) Provide
expertise and advice so that the prevention strategy is perfectly
applied. This action was mainly useful during the first weeks
of the epidemic, when NHs were not yet trained or organized
to best prevent the entry and spread of the virus. 2) Help NH
to detect affected residents. At this point, the platform could
send to the NH site a nurse in charge of carrying out the r-PCR
screening of the suspect case. During the same time, the nurse
trained on hygiene and dressing measures and trained the NH
team in the technique of deep nasal sampling. In the event of a
reported case of COVID+ among NH staff or among residents,
a massive screening of all residents and carers was organized
within 24-48 hours. The platform is responsible for helping
the NH to adapt their care organization by putting together
the sick residents in the same area and removing caregivers
who tested positive for COVID. If possible, the first positive
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resident (if he was unique in NH) would be taken to a COVID
hospital unit without going through the emergency room.
3) Finally, the platform has the role of directly helping and
advising doctors to make collegial ethical decisions, or to take
care of infected residents with complicated forms of covid19 pneumonia (desaturation, vigilance) or behaviors at risk
of transmission (wandering, physical aggression ...). On this
occasion, telephone advice and video-conferences with the NH
teams were organized. Access to hospitalizations was discussed
on this occasion.
The strategy deployed in the different regions of France
was rapidly evolving and varied from one region to another.
Analysis of the coming months will certainly allow us to
better define the most useful actions. The strategy is mainly
based on the screening of potentially affected caregivers
and their extraction from NH. Asymptomatic carriers have
been clearly identified as the Achilles heel of the COVID
epidemic prevention strategy in nursing homes (9). The value
of the strategy of exfiltration of the first NH resident case into
a COVID unit is obvious in theory but could not be applied
systematically, due to the lack of availability of hospital beds.
The COVID-19 epidemic is an unprecedented event for
residents, NH staff, and families. The current estimate shows
a rate 7,000 resident deaths. The effects of the measures taken,
such as confinement in a room for more than 2 months, are
currently being assessed. However, this crisis made it possible
to deploy new collaborative working strategies between the
hospital and the NHs such as telemedicine, or the organization
of fast-track avoiding transfer to the emergency room.
Hopefully these improvements in the care of residents of NH
will be sustained beyond the health crisis.
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